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An Introduction to Microcomputers in Transportation: 
Implications for the Future 
Marvin Manheim and Howard Simkowitz 

In each era of evolution of computer technology, a 
style of transportation practice has evolved (plan
ning, management, analysis) consistent with the 
available technology. The microcomputer era is a 
period of truly personal computational support for 
the professional--the era of the professional's per
sonal computer. A great explosion of power to sup
port personal styles of use will be seen. Hardware 
innovation has come first; however, new developments 
in software will be the stimulus to innovative sup
port of human problem-solving capabilities. These 
capabilities, provided initially in microcomputer
based environments, will change professional work 
styles in fundamental ways. 

A key feature of the microcomputer revolution is 
the impact on the capacity, and readiness, of trans
portation professionals to be more exploratory, more 
responsive, and less firmly entrenched behind a 
single set of numbers. The adaptability of micro
computers to transportation problems is a conse
quence of the types of software used, such as the 
spread sheets, as well as of the hardware. 

Microcomputers will be used in many ways--the of
f ice microcomputer will be used by a single user, 
professional, or staff; the multiuser office micro
computer will be shared; the microcomputer at home 
will be used at night and during the weekend and for 
general familiarization and support; and the port
able microcomputer will be used in the field and 
while traveling to support the minicomputer or main
frame computer. All of these are candidate elements 
of a transportation organization's processing sup
port. 

In general, a number of microcomputer units, 
probably of different types, will be intercon
nected. These interconnections may be permanent, as 
when a microcomputer is wired as a terminal to a 
mainframe computer or minicomputer, or temporary, as 
when the microcomputer is used sometimes as a stand
alone work station and connected sometimes with a 
telephone or other link to a multiuser micro
computer, to other microcomputers, to a minicom
puter, or to a mainframe computer. In such dis
tributed-processing systems, individual users access 
the system through microcomputers or terminals, and 
draw on various levels of computer resources 
throughout the system when needed. Substantial evo
lution can be expected toward this kind of multi
site, multistation, multiuser system during the next 
few years. Thus, the microcomputer as hardware is 
not an issue; the microcomputer will become simply a 
means for delivering desk-top access to the re
sources of the networks of services. The microcom
puter is, from a hardware perspective, a way-station 
on the road toward an evolutionary distributed-pro
cessing system. 

The important issues lie in the domain of soft
ware. Traditional computer applications were based 
on prepackaged programs--programs that were pre
specified for particular applications (e.g., UTPS, 
cost models). A second type of software is typified 
by spread-sheet programs, graphics packages, word 
processors, and others, termed prepackaged applica
tion-generating environments or bounded environ
ments. Within such software, a user generates a par-

ticular program or model of a problem. In that 
sense the user has great freedom; however, the do
main of possible programs or models is actually 
bounded in that the style of what can be modeled and 
how it is relatively constrained or bounded. Evolu
tionary· environments are a third type of software. 
These would provide multiple styles of representa
tion and reasoning. The ideal form of evolutionary
environmental software is not yet available. In 
such an environment a user should be capable of 
building up complex processes out of elementary 
ones, of experimenting with alternative processes 
and evolving them, and of structuring new procedures 
after experimenting with many alternatives. 

Three major phases of evolution of the use of 
personal, professional microcomputers in transporta
tion are visualized. In the first phase tasks now 
being performed through other means are transferred 
to the microcomputer. These include tasks that were 
previously done on mainframe computers or minicom
puters. These tasks are transferred to the micro
computers largely to increase an individual's ac
cessibility to the capabilities or to reduce costs. 
(Obviously, many large-scale processing tasks cannot 
be transferred.) This also includes tasks that were 
previously performed with manual procedures, such as 
budget preparation, drafting of memos or reports, 
hand calculations, and use of tables or nomographs 
to do complex calculations. The key point is that 
the tasks were performed before their transfer to 
the microcomputer environment, but now they may be 
performed more quickly, more responsively, more 
elaborately, and with many more iterations and ad
justments. 

In the second phase, innovative approaches are 
taken to tasks that existed previously in an organi
zation but were not supported by computer capabili
ties or even, in many cases, by analyses of any 
sort. In the third phase innovations occur in the 
organization--in its selection of tasks to be per
formed as well as how they are to be accomplished, 
in how it is organized to accomplish these tasks, 
and in its definition of its appropriate mission. In 
this phase the availability of powerful, personal, 
professional problem-solving tools, through micro
computers and other components of distributed
processing systems, allow, stimulate, and encourage 
significant changes in how individuals in the or
ganization view what they should do and how they can 
do it. In this context the hardware and software 
become means, subordinate means, to much higher 
ends. Substantial increases are achieved in the ef
ficiency and effectiveness with which the organiza
tion performs its missions. 

Microcomputer applications in transportation are, 
and will continue to be, particularly interesting 
and exciting. The technology is exciting; however, 
its implications for the practice of transportation 
as a profession should be even more exciting. Sig
nificant evolution can be expected in the hardware 
and distributed-processing strategies, in the types 
of software available, and in the definition of the 
roles and missions of transportation organizations. 

On January 16, 1983 the Task Force on Microcom
puters in Transportation sponsored a Workshop on 
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Microcomputers in Transportation in conjunction with 
the Transportation Research Board 62nd Annual Meet
ing. The workshop included an introduction to 
microcomputers for new and potential users of 
mir r-nrn m!'·, .. ~ .. h ~ ~ '"' !' ~@ - .:?....~':! ~f_ ',·!!t.:8 ~~~- · -:~=-=~=-:!.-~~ 
of the adaptability of microcomputers to transporta-
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tion problems. A variety of microcomputer software 
programs were demonstrated. The papers presented at 
this workshop appear in this record and include ap
plications of microcomputers in various areas of 
tr ;'.t rt Q~,. .. ~ .. _. nn~-:'to nn4 "'!~. t:.!"~!.t . 4:..!!!££ic--~:":";i~~~ 

ing, railroad engineering, and civil engineering. 

.. . 
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Microcomputer Software for Transportation Planning 
EARL R. RUITER AND MIKE WALLER · 

A survey was conducted of a number of U.S. metropolitan planning organiza· 
tions and private-sector software providers. The results indicate' that many 
types of microcomputer software useful to transportation planners are avail
able and are being used by planners, especially in smaller- and medium-sized 
regions, to plan more effectively and efficiently. The largest group of micro
computer programs implement sketch-planning transportation analysis meth
ods that do not require detailed network coding and processing. Other com
mon areas of application are traditional urban planning methods, aids for 
providing transportation services such as shared-ride matching, means of 
predicting transportation-related impacts, and project programming and bud
geting aids. A number of programs are also available that broaden the support 
base for using microcomputers and developing application programs for use in 
transportation planning. This group of programs includes interfaces with other 
computing hardware, travel surveying aids, statistical and data processing 
programs, and system development programming aids. Based on the survey of 
available transportation planning software, a number of observations and 
recommendations are made concerning the ideal future development of the 
area. The broad range of microcomputer systems needs to be recognized-from 
home-style personal computers to multiuser supermicrocomputers. Also, all 
program developers should adopt the goal of developing portable software, 
both among different computers and among different planning agencies. 
Finally, strong emphasis should be placed on developing ways to use micro
computers effectively as smart terminals that can access the wealth of trans
portation software available on larger computers. 

Many metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs), 
especially those in smaller- and medium-sized re- · 
g ions, have about 10 years of transportation plan
ning experience. In the typical case the responsi
bility for a metropolitan area transportation study 
and planning process was transferred to the newly 
organized MPO. In general, the MPO staff was im
mediately charged with the responsibility for updat
ing the land use and traffic forecasts of the latest 
transportation plan for the area. This assignment 
involved the review of several thousand numbers that 
describe land use and transportation system char
acteristics. In most urban areas this task was dif
ficult to accomplish. 

In a typical urban area, with a population of 
500, 000, the local MPO had no computer-processing 
capacity, only one or two desk-top-style calcula
tors, and a staff of three or four planners, none of 
whom had been involved in the completion of the 
transportation plan under review. Even simple com
parisons of alternative data sets involved the sum
marization, by hand methods, of these thousands of 
numbers. In the eyes of the average citizen and 
elected official, the credibility of many MPOs never 
had a chance to become established. 

About 8 years ago many of these MPOs began a ma
jor review that was to include a somewhat comprehen
sive evaluation of alternative transportation plans. 
This process required the development of at least 
one 20-year forecast of land use, which would pro
vide the basis for comparison among the alterna
tives. Again, the size of the data sets involved 
was substantial and, although the actual synthesis 
of these numbers into highway and transit assign
ments was accomplished on large computers, most if 
not all input data were developed by manual methods. 

These were difficult days for most transportation 
planners. A typical day involved the counting of 
houses from aerial photographs, the measuring of 
land use acreages by counting the dots on a sheet of 
acetate, the summing of several thousand numbers, 
the converting of the number to ratios, and the 
coloring of a map to display the results of the 
day's work. About 5:00 p.m. someone would review 
this work and suggest that a basic factor should be 

changed and the entire day's effort should be re
peated. 

The modern microcomputer has not solved all the 
data-handling problems of the average transportation 
planner; however, it provides a significant part of 
the solution. Two publications stand out as the 
seeds that ultimately led to the growing use of 
microcomputers in transportation planning organiza
tions: 

1. A two-volume compilation of sketch-planning 
methods for short-range transportation and air qual
ity planning prepared for the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) and UMTA (1) and 

2. The quick-response travel- estimation tech
niques prepared for the NCHRP (~) • 

A number of the air quality sketch-planning pro
cedures compiled in the first report were designed 
to be used with a small programmable calculator: 
Microcomputers such as the ones in use today were 
not readily available in 1978, although a few small 
ones, such as the early Apples, Ohio Scientifics, 
and the TRS (Radio Shack) models did exist. These 
machines generally operated with only 4 to 16K of 
random access memory (RAM); only infrequently was a 
disk drive available. A transportation planner with 
the Association of Central Oklahoma Governments 
wrote one of the first microcomputer-based transpor
tation planning programs to apply an air quality 
sketch-planning procedure included in the first re
port. This program aided in successfully completing 
the Section 17 5 of the Clean Air Act of 1964, as 
amended, planning requirements in several metropoli
tan areas. 

The NCHRP report provides a readily implemented 
foundation for sketch-planning programs on micro
computers. A number of programs written by using 
its factors and procedures have been implemented; 
they are likely to be used by many urban areas to 
reduce the cost and aggravation of long-range trans
portation analysis. These procedures also offer 
techniques that can be used to evaluate the impact 
of alternative future land use possibilities eco
nomically and quickly. 

At about the same time as these early efforts 
were beginning in planning agencies, university re
search at such places as Cornell and Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT), as well as private
sector system development, also began to produce 
useful microcomputer transportation planning pro
grams. Much progress has been made in just 4 years. 
The current state of the art of microcomputer pro
grams for transportation planning and, in the light 
of the existing situation, the major issues that 
will face program developers and users for the next 
few years are summarized and discussed in this 
paper. These issues lead to a recommendation for 
some of the characteristics of the ideal transporta
tion planning microcomputer program of the future. 
The conclusion of the paper contains a brief listing 
of the 55 programs and systems identified in a sur
vey. 

MICROCOMPUTERS TODAY 

A telephone survey combined with the compilation of 
existing published information provided background 
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information. Selected MPOs and other microcomputer 
software developers were contacted. The results of 
this survey are summarized in Figures 1 to 6. A 
total of 55 programs were identified, many from pre
vious listings in catalog publications prepared by 
ITE (3) and UMTA (4). This list is not all-inclu
sivei l:iowever, it d(;es provide a general overview of 
the range of current capabilities, organized by ap
plication area. As Figure 1 indicates, these pro
grams provide a wide span of capabilities. The most 
common program is one that uses sketch planning, 
quick response, and innovative analysis methods to 
predict some aspect of urban transportation pat
terns. None of these programs is dependent on coded 
networks. Most are limited to transit or mode
choicc analysis, but six--travel budget and quick
response analyRiR programs--provide procedures de
signed to address the full range of significant 
aspects of urban travel in a unified prediction pro
cess. 

The second-most-common group of programs apply 
one or more of the traditional urban transportation 
planning steps (land use and demographic forecast
ing, trip generation, trip distribution, mode 
choice, and assignment) similar to the way in which 
these steps are usually applied with large com
puters. The only significant differences are more 
stringent problem size limits, a higher degree of 
analyst interaction, and simplified process or job 
control. Some of these program packages are now 
being de,1eloped for supermicrocomputers, ·.·1hich does 
much to relax the problem size limits of the smaller 
personal computers. 

A significant emphasis in microcomputer program 
development has been the provision of aids for 
transportation service providers such as ridesharing 
promoters and paratransit operators, the third-high
est grouping shown in Figure 1. The ease of using 
microcomputers in interactive and real-time environ-

Figure 1. Application areas. 
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men ts, plus the increase in the need for carpool
matching and similar programs at the same time that 
microcomputers are becoming more common are two 
causes for this emphasis. 

The remaining planning application areas, impact 
forecasting and programming and budgeting, are 
examples of areas not well addressed by commonly 
available software for nonmicrocomputer planning. 
Planne rs are likely to look for readily developed 
and easily applied computer tools to aid them in 
addressing these issues. They now find that micro
computers are available more frequently and are used 
more easily without ~ne extensive involvement of 
more-computer-oriented professionals. In some cases 
generally available software such as spread-sheet 
programs and data base systems are ideally suited to 
these new problem areas. Tn other cases simple pro
grams developed in high-level languages such as 
Pascal and Basic are appropriate. Applications of 
these types can be expected to be areas of signifi
cant continued growth in microcomputer capabilities 
in the future. 

The four remaining application areas represent a 
different, but equally important, trend in the devel
opment of microcomputer programs. Interface pro
grams, travel surveying aids, statistical and data 
processing programs, and system development program
ming aids each represent a broadening of the support 
base for planning analysis and microcomputer program 
development. They also represent the involvement of 
the more-co!!lputer-or iented analyst who , a ~ble to 
generalize the needs in a particular application into 
sets of capabilities that can be used in many appli
cations. These efforts also provide a start toward 
the development of the more portable planning soft
ware advocated in the following sections. 

Figure 2 indicates the variety of programming 
languages that have been used to develop existing 
programs. Basic is the most common language usedi 

31 
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however, no one language dominates. The entire 
range of languages, from assembly language to 
VISICALC, which is not strictly a language but has 
many of the same characteristics, has been used. 

Although 54 percent of the programs surveyed are 
proprietary, this figure undoubtedly represents a 
surveying bias. The larger number of potential 
developers of public domain programs is more diffi
cult to survey completely; this group is less likely 
to spend the extra effort required to provide fully 
documented transferable programs that others can im
plement in their own microcomputing environment. 
Also, proprietary system developers must advertise 
in order to sell. 

The costs of obtaining microcomputer programs 
vary widely, which is a reflection of whether or not 
the programs were developed with public funds, 
whether or not source material is provided, and the 
wide range of sizes and scopes represented. The 
smaller programs tend to be sold for a one-time 

~igure 2. Programming languages. 

Figure 3. Microprocessors supported. 
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price in the $150 to $300 range, with no continuing 
support provided. Licensing arrangements, with an 
annual fee for maintenance and updates, tend to ap
ply to the larger, more complex packages. These 
have initial costs in the $5,000 to $12,500 range. 
In addition, turnkey packages, including both hard
ware and software, are options available for some of 
the larger systems. 

Apple brand microcomputers remain the predominant 
computers for which transportation planning software 
has been developed (see Figure 3). The IBM Personal 

Figure 4. Operating systems. 
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Figure 6. Disks required. 
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Computer is becoming increasingly popular; it has 
already overtaken the TRS-80 models for second 
place. The range of computei::s represented is very 
large--from inexpensive Tis and TRS-BOs to multiuser 
supermicrocomputers (Pixel, Momentum, and Altos). 
This shows how increasingly difficult it is to view 
microcomputer hardware and software in an undif
ferentiated way. 

Figure 4 shows a commendable trend toward the use 
of operating systems available in a number of hard
ware environments. The lack of a predominant mul
tiple-environment system remains a fact of life, 
however. Only by adapting their programs to two of 
the multiple-environment operating systems can 
developers of operating system-dependent software 
hope to span more than a third of the potential mar
ket. 

The hardware requirements of the surveyed pro
grams are summarized in Figures 5 and 6. The most 
common configuration is 64K bytes (K = 1,024) of 
memory and one or two floppy disks. This configura
t;ion, with two disks, can probably be taken as a 
hardware standard minimum requirement for new trans
portation planning systems and programs. Increas
ingly, however, larger machines that have hard disks 
and much higher data storage capacity are being used 
as the basis for developing new capabilities or
iented to the use and maintenance of large data 
bases, such as census data processing, carpool
matching programs, and transportation network pro
cessing. 

MICROCOMPUTERS IN THE FUTURE 

The use of microcomputers in transportation planning 
will undoubtedly be one of the major impacts on the 
field throughout the 1980s. This new technology has 
the same potential for revolutionizing the profes
sion as machines like the IBM 704s and 709s did in 
the late 1950s., when these machines provided the 
means for origin-destination surveys to evolve 
rapidly into the computer-assisted urban planning 
process we now think of as the conventional four
step approach. 
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Much thought and analysis must go into the pro
cess of developing new urban transportation planning 
strategies for current and future needs. To be more 
appropriate and effective, strategies must be 
njClr."~1 ".:'ri~~ th!:!t !~f!.e-:t t~~ -=~!:.~;~= t!i.=.t =~~ti~:.::: ~~ 
occur in energy costs and availability, concern for 
the environment, and the role of the federal govern
ment in urban transport, as well as in computing 
capabilities such as microprocessors. Although most 
of these areas are beyond the scope of this paper, 
comments on how microcomputer software should be 
developed to support the effective evolution of 
transportation planning practice throughout the 
1980s are in order. 

First, the broad range of microprocessor capabil
ities reflected in Figures 5 and 6 must be recog
nized explicitly. The separation into at least two 
categories of systems is desi£1:1bl.,; fur want of 
better labels these might be termed personal com
puter systems and supermicrocomputer systems. The 
former systems are typified by the standard minimum 
requirement identified previously: a single-user 
system with 64K bytes of memory and two floppy disk 
drives, typically also having an impact printer and 
both an operating system and programming language 
that are available on a number of other machines. 
Such systems, in addition to having the capabilities 
required for many existing transportation programs, 
also provide much of the computing needs of the 
transportation planner in the form of widely avail
able packages such as spread-sheet analysis, word 
processing, a nd personal data base management. 

An example of a supermicrocomputer system would 
be a multiuser computer that has 512K (or more) of 
memory and a hard disk. These supermicrocomputer 
systems can be thought of as much less expensive re
placements for minicomputers and (in many applica
tions) mainframes rather than as larger personal 
computers. Past experience indicates t .hat further 
price reductions will occur. The supermicrocomputer 
will soon be just as available and inexpensive as 
the personal computers. 

Until these changes occur steps must be taken to 
clarify the differences between the two types of 
computers to prevent the planning community from 
confusing their distinctive capabilities and current 
costs. By providing this clarification, the TRB 
Task Force on Microcomputers in Transportation can 
continue to assist planners in understanding the in
novations that microcomputers make possible in com
puter use by individuals, professionals, and organi
zations as well as how the technology is rapidly 
changing. 

A major concern with respect to both types of 
systems is to minimize redundant software develop
ment. Software developed for use in transportation 
planning should provide the maximum possible level 
of portability, both to other agencies and to other 
machines. The potential magnitude of redundancy is 
great if we consider the number of transportation 
planners who will face similar planning problems. 

Unfortunately, the provision of portability to 
other agencies will often require significant costs 
to provide the required level of generality. In 
most cases individual agencies have no incentives 
for incurring these costs in connection with the 
programs its staff have developed, As a result, 
only federally funded public-domain systems and 
proprietary systems are likely to provide s~fficient 
levels of interagency portability. The people who 
support proprietary and federally funded systems, 
however, are somewhat opposed to the whole idea of 
the personal ad hoc approach that has made microcom
puters so popular. A balance must be struck between 
these opposing pressures if microcomputers are to be 
used cost effectively. 
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Table 1. Summary of surveyed microcomputer programs. 

Application Computer 
Operating 

Memory Disks System 
Distribution 
Conditions• Developer 

Sketch Planning and Innovative Methods 

EXTRA: Express bus corridors 
Transit systems analysis (DODOTRANS II subsys-

tem) 
PVT: Impacts of service changes on transit line 
FARE PROG: Transit fare policies 
Transit fare policies 
Transit service analysis 
UMOT: TraveTbudget analysis (4 programs) 
AGGREGTN: Pivot-point mode choice 
Pivot-point mode choice 
PIVOT: Pivot-point mode choice 
Paratransit planning 
SAMPLENUM: Sample enumeration mode choice 
~nalysis 

Quick-response methods 
IMPAX.: Quick-response.prediction and evaluation 

Traditional Urban Planning Methods 

Micro TRIPS 

TM OD EL 
POP ITER, RTZ POP 
MINUTP 
TRIPGEN 
ASSIGN 
EMME 
TRAN PLAN 

Aids for Providing Transportation Services 

Carpool matching 
Carpool matching 
MicroCRJS: Ridesharing support 
Ridesharing ma t<.:hing 
COMPOOL: Carpool and vanpool matching 
Dial-a-ride: elderly and handicapped service support 
PSP: Paratransit scheduling 

Transportation-Related Impacts 

AQ ROADWAYS and AQ INTERS: Air quality 
impacts 

URBEMIS: Air quality impacts 
PRO LEV: Energy requirements 

PROLEV.HICOND: Energy related to highway 
conditions 

Programmiflg and Budgeting Aids 

IBM 
Apple 

Apple 
Apple 
Commodore 
Apple 
Apple 
Apple 
Ohio Scientific 
Apple 
Apple 
Apple 

64K 
64K 

64K 
64K 
32K 

b 

64K 
64K 
4K 
64K 

b 

48K 

Apple. IBM 64K 
Apple, IBM, lntertec, 64K 

TRS-80 

Apple, IBM, lntertec, 
TRS-80 

Apple, IBM 
Apple 
Molecular, IBM 
Apple 
Apple 
Pixel 
Momentum 

TI99 
Altos 
Molecular 
TRS-80 
Altos 
Altos 
Northstar 

Apple 

Apple 
Apple 

Apple 

64K 

64K 
b 

64K 
48K 

b 

512K 

16K 
1024K 
64K 
_ b 

5 I 2K 
1024K 
64K 

64K 

48K 

48K 

MPS: Multimodal Priority System (DODOTRANS Apple 64K 
11 subsystem) 

Priority ordering of street segment improvements Apple 64K 

Local alloctjons of federal aid Apple 64K 

REKEN: National transit budgeting Apple 48K 

Interface Programs 

TTY: Micro-mainframe communications 

ACCESS: Micro-UTPS interrace 
Digitizer interface 
Graphics system 

Travel Surveying Aids 

COMPARK: License plate survey matching 
LMAT: License plate matching 
VISTA: Data collection via video recorders 

Statistical and Data Processing System 

Micro SURVEY: Editing. tabulating, regression 

MDA: Statistics, regression, logit estimation 

OCTAGON: Census data processing 

System Development and Programming Aids 

OODOTRANS 11: Analysis environment system 
Utility programs 
Function graphing utilities 

Apple, IBM, lntertec, 64K 
TRS-80 

Apple 
TJ99 16K 
Apple 48K 

TRS-SO 
Apple 
Apple 

48K 
64K 

b 

Apple, IBM. lnterlec. 64K 
TRS-SO 

IBM. Apple, Data 64K 
General. TRS-80, 
Northstar, Osborne 

Apple _ b 

Apple 
(PASCAL) 
Apple 

64K 
b 

64K 

I 

1 
I 
2 

1 
1 
0 
2 

I 

2 
1 

b 

b 

b 

b 

b 

20M 

Hard 
Hard 
Hard 
Hard 
Hard 
2 

_ b 

I 

2 
2 

b 

DOS 
UCSD 

UCSD 
DOS 
DOS 
USCD 
DOS 
USCD 

b 

UCSD 
UCSD 
UCSD 

UCSD 
CP/M 

CP/M 

CP/M 
DOS 
CP/M 
UCSD 
DOS 
UNIX 
UNIX 

Ext. Basic 
Xenix 

:i:/M 
UNIX 
Xenix 
_ b 

DOS 

UCSD 

DOS 

DOS 

CP/M 

CP/M 

UCSD 
Ext. Basic 

b 

DOS 
UCSD 

b 

Proprietary 
Public 

Public 
Public 
Public 
Public 
Licensed 
Public 
Public 
Proprietary 
Public 
Licensed 

Public' 
Sold 

Sold 

Proprietary 
Public 
Sold 
Sold 
Proprietary 
Licensed 
Licensed 

Public 
Proprietary 
Proprietary 
Public 
Licensed 
Proprietary 
Proprietary 

Public 

Public 
Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Licensed 

Sale 

Proprietary 
Public 
Public 

Sold 
Proprietary 
Proprietary 

W.G. Barker and Associates 
MIT 

MIT 
Berkshire Company Plannina 
Old Colony Planning 
Dartmouth University 
Mobility Systems, Inc. 
MIT 
Little Rock Metroplan 
Schimpeler-Corradino 
Dartmouth University 
Cambridge Systematics. Inc. 

COM SIS 
PRC Voorhees 

PRC Voorhees 

Professional Solutions, Inc. 
Berkshire Company Planning 
COM SIS 
Garmen Associates 
CH2M Hill 
University of Montreal 
Vista Systems 

Little Rock Metroplan 
K. Roberts and Associates 
COMSlS 
University of Tennessee 
Crain and Associates 
K. Roberts and Associates 
W.G~ Barker and Associates 

Berkshire Company Planning 

California Air Resoun:cs Board 
New York Slale Dcparlment of 

TransportaUon 
New York State Department of 

Transportation 

MIT 

District of Columbia Department of 
Transportation 

Dislrict of Columbia Department of 
Transportation 

Cambridge Systematics, Inc. 

PRC Voorhees 

Garmen Associates 
Little Rock Metroplan 
North Central Florida Plannjng 

AOA Computer Services 
Schimpeler-Corradino 
Wootton, Jeffreys and Partners, 

England 

CP/M Sold PRC Voorhees 

MP/OS, CP/M , Licensed Cambridge Systematics, Inc. 
various DOSs 

Hard CP/M Proprietary Vistar Enterprises 

UCSD 
b 

UCSD 

Public 
Sold 
Public 

Mil 
Garmen Associates 
MIT 

aPropriet&ry denoles a program that must be paid for. but the aJTangements (license or sale) are either unknown or unspecified. Public denote~ a program that is not proprietary but may re· 
quire a payment to cover transmittal costs, 

blnformation not determined. 

cUMTA. 

7 
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Portability among machines can probably be 
achieved more readily than among agencies, but this 
objective calls for careful planning and cooperation 
hy hnth rirnryr~m n,:::i.,7p1npet.r~ ~nn thn~P Wht") 0P.r.j0P. On 

hardware configurations. As multiple-environment 
operating systems, programming languages, .and analy
sis environment subsystems oriented to transporta
tion planning become available for a wider range of 
processors, they should be used rather than the 
single-environment systems now so commonly used. 

For maximum portability, however, planners must 
go even further. Ideally, they should agree on the 
use of iust one operatinq system. UMTA has taken 
the lead in specifying its preference for the UCSD 
p-system and Pascal. Unfortunately, CP/M operating 
systems are currently more generally available. 

The same issue faces all professions and com
panies that have made substantial investments in 
data processing. Several approaches to the solution 
of this dilemma have been suggested, and clearly a 
consensus is needed. The most likely approaches are 

1. Specify a standard operating system and 
language combination, 

2. Establish user groups to promote and support 
the exchange of whatever software emerges from the 
use of microcomputers, and 

3. Encourage the use of microcomputers as intel
ligent terminals that communicate with Urban Trans
portation Planning System (UTPS) and other programs 
that operate in the mainframe environment. 

The most apparent problem with the specification 
of a standard system is that most agencies now own 
systems that probably would not meet the standard 
requirements and therefore can no longer be used as 
effectively. The selection of this approach also 
may preclude taking advantage of future developments 
in microcomputer technology because of a lack of 
compatability. Simply stated, this approach could 
result in the same situation in which we already 
find ourselves, with UTPS-type software running in 
an environment many agencies cannot or would prefer 
not to use. 

The second approach has appeal, perhaps because 
of the freedom and creativity it can foster. The 
previously mentioned problem of redundant effort is 
still not completely avoided. 

Microcomputers have proven to be excellent termi
nals for use with conventional timesharing computer 
systems on which a wealth of software for transpc>r
tation planning exists. Examples include land use 
models, UTPS, statistical packages such as statis
tical analysis system (SAS) and statistical packages 
for the social sciences (SPSS), and travel model es
timation tools such as legit programs. In the area 
of transportation planning, howe'<1er • this use of 
microcomputers has been minimal. Although a few 
success stories can be told, most state and local 
government mainframe computer installations remain 
closed to access by microcomputers. Instead planners 
must place the required data in the proper formats 
and then submit their desired run to a data process-
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ing department for eventual processing. Planners 
usually consider this process unsatisfactory. This 
is frequently cited as justification for the pur
chase of a microcomputer, even when the bulk of the 
required computer work can be done within the UTPS 
system. Under these conditions access to mainframes 
via microcomputers is highly desirable. 

This access is particularly difficult to arrange 
when it is requested from outside the agency that 
owns the mainframe computer. Many have been faced 
with established mainframe data processing depart
ments that oppose efforts to incorporate use of the 
microcomputer into a~ency work. However, use of the 
microcomputers as intelligent terminals for access 
to conventional U.S. Department of Transportation 
software, as well as for running stand-alone micro
computer programs, can be a feasible compromise that 
takes maximum advantage of the available equipment 
and software. 

The task force must consider these factors, make 
its own decisions on the values of each development 
direction, and then work with the U.S. Department of 
Transportation to promote the acceptance of a common 
strategy for using microcomputers with portable 
software. By helping to resolve the technical de
tails of how to provide software portapility, the 
task force can make a major contribution to the ad
vancement of transportation planning practice in the 
1980s. If these issues are not resolved the sig
nificant segment of the planning profession repre
~ented on th is task force \·till find it harder to ad
dress the larger questions of what to plan for and 
how to plan most effectively. 

LISTING OF PROGRAMS 

The SS microcomputer programs that were surveyed are 
summarized in Table 1. Only limited information is 
provided. Two catalogs (l_,_!) provide one- to two
page descriptions of microcomputer software pac~

ages. Programs appear under the headings and in the 
order used in Figure 1. To reduce the chances for 
errors (at the expense of specificity), computers 
and operating systems are identified in Table 1 only 
by their more generic names, not by model names or 
numbers or release numbers. 
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Microcomputer Applications in Transit Agencies 

JACK REILLY AND JANET D'IGNAZIO 

To say that microcomputers have and will continue to affect the way that transit 
systems are operated and managed is to state the obvious. Within the last few 
years microcomputers have been used by transit systems to perform a variety 
of tasks, ranging from common business applications such as payroll and parts 
inventory to more sophisticated algorithmic applications particular to transit 
management, such as run-cutting and scheduling and transit service performance 
monitoring. A discussion of what has been learned from the experience of sev
eral transit agencies with microcomputers is presented in this paper and some 
direction for future microcomputer activities in transit agencies is proposed. 
Topics addressed in this paper are (a) how microcomputers are being used in 
transit operations, (b) problems and possible solutions in their deployment, 
and (cl some ideas on how to help ensure that microcomputers are used ap
propriately within transit agencies in the future. 

Several microcomputer projects are ongoing at sev
eral transit operating agencies, federal agencies, 
universities, and consulting firms. Microcomputers 
in Transportation Information Source Book (1) pro
vides a good synthesis of these activities. In ad
d it ion, several ad hoc projects in microcomputer in
troductions are being conducted, usually through the 
efforts of individuals who have a high level of in
terest in this technology. As part of the trans! t 
industry microcomputer users' group project, a sur
vey of microcomputer users who have some transit in
terest was undertaken. Results are incomplete at 
this time: however, some generalizations can be made 
from this survey. First, most users are employing 
generalized packaged software for analytic pur
poses, Few agencies use microcomputers for business 
functions such as payroll or financial management. 
This is probably because smaller transit operating 
organizations tend to be departments within general 
purpose local government agencies that maintain 
transit financial records as part of their overall 
accounting system. In addition, many are using word 
processing software. 

The prepackaged software used includes file man
agement system and spread-sheet analysis programs. 
Microcomputer use has been primarily in financial 
planning (particularly in budgeting and cash fore
casting). Other applications have included analyses 
of ride-check data and vehicle requirement fore
casting. 

Little actual development of computer programs 
was observed in this survey. Some of the more for
mal projects of general interest to the transit com
munity include the following. 

Financial forecasting model--The Tri-County Met
ropolitan Transit District in Portland, Oregon, 
(Tri-Met) has contracted with a consulting organiza
tion to develop a multiyear financial planning and 
forecasting model. Once developed, this model will 
be field tested at three or four transit agencies in 
the country before public distribution. 

Management information system--The transit agency 
in Isabella County, Michigan, will soon be using a 
distributed microcomputer system for financial man
agement, vehicle scheduling, maintenance management, 
inventory, and word processing. This is likely to 
be a suitable model for other small transit proper
ties to emulate. 

Route demand forecasting model--Through a Univer
sity Research and Training grant, staff from Cornell 
University have developed a route-level analysis 
model that assesses the impacts of headway and 
changes in fare levels on ridership, revenues, and 

passenger waiting and in-vehicle times. Field test
ing will be conducted in the future. 

Transit data management system--A consulting 
firm, under contract to UMTA, is developing a data 
management system for processing transit field data 
from sources such as ride checks, load checks, and 
schedule-adherence checks. This work complements 
some work in statistical sampling for transit per
formance monitoring recently developed by the con
sultant. 

In addition, considerable ongoing microcomputer 
work is being conducted in driver pick assignments 
(Seattle), run cutting and scheduling (San Diego), 
transit service performance monitoring (Albany), and 
timetable building (Chapel Hill). A number of tran
sit agencies have used commercial spread-sheet ac
counting packages for analysis work within' their 
organizations. These have focused on financial 
planning (particularly budgeting and cash forecast
ing); however, other applications include analysis 
of ride-check data and vehicle requirement fore
casting. 

Significant microcomputer activity relevant to 
transit operations is ongoing at the Transportation 
Systems Center. These activities include reviews of 
commercial data base management systems, financial 
planning practices, and applicable software. The 
major program of this organization over the next 
several year.s of interest to the transit community 
will be the development of an Operational Planning 
System (OPS). Most small- to medium-size transit 
properties do not currently use computers in their 
operation. OPS is intended to conduct a number of 
research and review activities to help foster the 
use of microcomputers in these agencies. The major 
elements of OPS include the following: 

1. Studies of the transit industry, including 
the development of syntheses of operating practices 
and recommendations for solutions to common problems: 

2. Research into new methods and development of 
techniques for analysis and planning in several 
transit functions, including service design, f inan
c ial planning and management, and maintenance plan
ning methods: 

3. Technology reviews of commercial software and 
hardware for application to transit agencies: 

4. Software development and demonstration, in
cluding development of some application and utility 
software to be tested at transit properties before 
distribution; and 

5. Dissemination of 
seminars and workshops, 
distribution channels. 

results through 
newsletters, and 

regional 
software 

Another project of interest to the transit com
munity is the development of a national transit com
puter software directory being undertaken as part of 
the -National Cooperative Transit Research and Devel
opment Program (NCTRP) of TRB. The contractor as
signed to this project will develop a software di
rectory on magnetic media for distribution. This 
directory will be updated periodically and will cat
alogue programs suitable for mainframe computers, 
minicomputers, and microcomputers. 
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ISSUES IN THE DEPLOYMENT OF MICROCOMPUTERS 
IN TRANSIT AGENCIES 

Despite the diversity and complexity of applications 
!:.v ;;!ilc.~. 1ui..: ... ~umpu\..t:1.~ ctLt:: c1~~.i..it::U .in ~cansic. aqen
cies, there are limitations to what they can per
form. Further, the press may have inadvertently 
spawned a number of myths concerning microcom
puters. Some think that a system that can perform 
all business and operations applications can be ac
quired for only a few thousand dollars. In addition 
to acquisition cost, however, there are costs of 
training even for the simplest commercial software, 
cos Ls or llucumenting the programs, costs of proce
dures introduced, and costs of ongoing maintenance 
and operation. When all of these costs are consid
ered, the cost of a microcomputer installation in
creases dramatically. 

The ease with which individuals not skilled in 
data processing can use computers has been over-
stated. Small p~cgro.m:; co.n ba 

.-=i .... __ , ___ ,.s •• :.a...._ ___ .a... 
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considerable difficulty. More complex programs, 
however, often have to take into account memory and 
disk storage limitations, problems encountered in
frequently in larger computers. Commercial software 
is available for most common business and analysis 
applicationsi therefore, transit agencies should not 
use their own staffs to develop software. 

In the short run, the largest barrier to more 
.... .:..::11 ... -----..::11 ··-- -..c -:-------·-&...--- __ .,!.,., ~ - L_ __ ___ , .._ 
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staff training, particularly in small- to medium
size transit agencies where data processing and 
analyses are secondary staff skills. Unquestion
ably, the need exists for training at several lev
els. Most training, however, need not be transit
or transportation-specific to be useful to transit 
managers. UMTA staff are currently conducting sev
eral one-day workshops across the country on an in
troduction to microcomputers. These workshops in
troduce hardware selection concepts, commercial 
software availability, and some transit applica
tions. By the end of these workshops attendees 
should be able to decide the place of microcomputers 
within their operations. 

After an introductory session, additional train
ing areas fall into four categories. 

1. Business applications--demonstrations of how 
common business functions such as payroll, accounts 
payable, accounts receivable, ledger, and inventory 
can be performed by uEing microcomputers; 

2. Analytic tools--training in general-purpose 
commercial software such as spread-sheet accounting, 
file and data base management systems, statistical 
packages, and graphics; 

3 . Programming languages--training in specific 
computer languages and operating systems; and 

4. Transit operations applications--a series of 
demonstrations of software in the public domain use
ful in transit line and staff functions. 

Of these four, the first three should be avail
able through universities, computer stores, adult 
education programs, or local users' groups. Train
ing in programming languages probably has limited 
usefulness to transit agencies, given the availabil
ity of commercial software for some applications and 
UMTA focus on software development in several other 
areas • 

The most appropriate public training role is in 
disseminating information on transit operations ap
plications. Such training could be a logical exten
sion of the Bus Transit Operations Planning training 
course recently developed by UMTA through a contrac
tor. Such short courses should be targeted to their 
intended audiences rather than introduce all aspects 
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of microcomputer applications. Por example, one 
course in service design and analysis; another in 
financial forecasting, budgeting, and analysis; and 
one in maintenance analysis would be appropriate. 
.im:erestingJ.y enougn, microcomputer and video tech
nology can play a useful role in training. Either 
videotape training modules or new interactive video
training products can be used for this type of 
training. 

The second barrier that could impede introduction 
of microcomputers is information on hardware and 
software capabilities not only for prospective pur
chasers but .also for those who own particular sys
Lems. Information needs include the following: 

1. Independent software and hardware reviews, 
2. Assessment of suitability of commercial soft

ware for proposed applications, 
3. Information on software development and use 

of commercial software at the transit agencies, and 
., • n.,v.,lopment oi sample specifications and 

guidelines for specification development. 

The first function is being performed by popular 
microcomputing journals. At least 60 product re
views of hardware and software that could be used by 
transit agencies have appeared in popular journals 
within the last 2 years <ll. In addition, Datapro 
(3) provides a. detailed review service. Local user 
;~vups fill the se~Uli(i in£ucmation need . 

The third barrier, namely sparce information on 
projects in transit agencies, can be overcome by es
tablishing an industry users' group. In June 1982 
the Capital District Transportation Authority (COTA) 
was awarded a grant to initiate such a user group. 
A few months later COTA, in turn, awarded a contract 
to Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) in Troy, 
New York, to perform the technical support function 
for the group. The RPI staff has three major func
tions: publication of a quarterly newsletter on 
microcomputer use in transit systems, operation of a 
telephone inquiry service to field questions, and 
operation of a software exchange. The first news
letter, published in October 1982, was distributed 
to 1, 200 persons and included a questionnaire, the 
results of which indicate a high degree of interest 
in the subject. The newsletter focused on some 
items of general interest to neophyte users and an
nounced the availability of software in the public 
domain for distribution. The telephone inquiry ser
v ioe haa fielded several calls on software suitabil-
ity and 
puters. 
persons 
similar 

Over 

how to obtain more information on microcom-
Where practical, callers are referred to 

in other transit agencies who are working in 
application areas. 
time, the most beneficial function of the 

user support center will be the operation of a eoft
ware exchange. The support center staff has already 
distributed programs useful in budget calculations, 
cash-flow analysis, and service performance monitor
ing. Transit agency personnel are expected to con
tribute software so that a pool of programs can be 
made available. Further, support center staff, in 
conjunction with the staff of the Transportation 
Systems Center, are expected to convert software 
from formats in one computer or operating system to 
those in another. 

Thus far, software contributions have been lim
ited. For the most part claims are made that the 
software is not sufficiently documented for external 
distribution. This suggests that it may not be doc
umented sufficiently for internal use either. This 
can present a pi::oblem if staff members who develop 
software leave the agency at which the programs were 
developed. Non-data-processing personnel should be 
trained in at least rudimentary ·documentation con-
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cepts to ensure that the software that is developed 
is usable by persons other than the original author. 

Finally, the lack of good, understandable infor
mation concerning specification development is cur
rently causing considerable confusion and delay in 
the purchase of microcomputer systems by transit 
operators. This problem has two parts. First, most 
managers are unclear as to what should be included 
in a set of specifications. Also, they have diffi
culty determining the reasonable range of options 
available for any particular feature. Information 
on specification preparation is currently being dis
seminated informally among transit properties. UMTA 
should consider adding an overview of specification 
preparation to its training courses. 

Although substantial benefits can be achieved by 
implementing microcomputer systems in a transit 
agency, policy and personnel issues that surround 
the integration of the computer into the operation 
must be considered and addressed. To date, most 
transit systems that have purchased microcomputers 
have initially limited the computer's use to a few 
functions and individuals and have only gradually 
expanded the use and availability of the machine. 
The impacts on the organization, therefore, have 
been less dramatic and more easily dealt with as 
they occur. Transit properties, however, are begin
ning to recognize the benefits of a comprehensive 
approach to computerization. At this level, the im
plementation of a computer system can affect the 
transit operation substantially. 

Policy questions surrounding the implementation 
of a computer system are similar to those related to 
implementation of any major organizational change. 
Examples of these include allocations of scarce re
sources among departments or even within a depart
menti assignment of responsibility for equipment and 
tasksi evaluation of the schedule for implementa
tioni and consideration of issues involving the 
security of the equipment and information. In eval
uating these questions, realize that the computer 
system represents · an unfamiliar technology. As 
such, people have preconceived ideas and attitudes 
that can affect the implementation of the system. 
Therefore, the personnel issues related to the im
plementation of a microcomputer system should re
ceive greater attention. 

A computer system is only as accurate as the peo
ple who operate it. Errors caused by poor data col
lection, handling, or analysis procedures are only 
compounded by computer processing. The result is 
inaccurate data that have the appearance of accu
racy. At least three personnel-related issues need 
to be addressed. First, the cost of a computer sys
tem is frequently justified by projecting the number 
of people the machine can replace. From a personnel 
standpoint this can be a poor approach. It can 
create serious morale problems and can give rise to 
a general resistance to the system as a whole. In 
addition, although computers frequently change the 
nature and scope of the work required, the complete 
elimination of a position in the organization is 
rarely reasonable. Data must be collected, checked, 
entered, and interpreted. The initial benefit of a 
computer system is the speed and accuracy with which 
the information is produced. Improvements in the 
quality of decision making will take time to 
achieve. With the inti:-oduction of computer systems 
new information that was too expensive to process by 
hand could be collected. If over the long run a 
staff reduction is possible, it is handled better by 
attrition than by staff reduction. 

A second personnel problem resulting from imple
mentation of a microcomputer system is possible re
sistance based on fear of the computer itself. 
Microcomputers represent a technology that is unfa-
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miliar to most adults. Many articles and portions 
of books discuss computer anxiety. These anxieties 
do exist, and they can affect the success of the im
plementation. Easing computer anxiety can be as 
simple as allowing adequate time and money for 
training. Another approach is to consider innova
tive or unorthodox methods for easing the initial 
contact, for example, the use of computer games or 
educational software. This approach will have the 
most impact if the employee is allowed to choose the 
program. A third method for easing computer anxiety 
is to demonstrate the direct benefit of the system 
to the employees. Introduction of the system by im
plementing a program that is easy to use and well 
documented and that shows direct and immediate bene
fits to the workers can accomplish this goal. This 
approach usually involves preprogrammed software ap
plied to some simple but particularly time-consuming 
or onerous task. 

The last common personnel problem is the need to 
allow time for the employees to learn the system and 
make the transition from manual to computerized pro
cessing. Even with the simplest preprogrammed soft
ware people need time to learn the basics of the ma
chine and the software. Also, the computerized 
system may not replace a manual system immediately. 
For more critical applications, such as financial 
records or maintenance inventories, good managerial 
practice is to run the manual and the computerized 
systems in parallel. This allows for a check on the 
computerized system. This approach requires consid
erably more time on the part of the employees re
sponsible for the tasks. Not only should this time 
be built into the implementation schedule for the 
computer system, but it may also be necessary to 
adjust deadlines for submission of standard reports. 

A LOOK FORWARD 

The rapid development of new products and services 
over the past years in information processing makes 
any prognostication of the future use of microcom
puters in transit quite difficult. Some generaliza
tions can be made, however. 

An exciting new development is a class of inte
grated software systems for microcomputers that com
bines modeling and statistical analysis with graph
ics and word processing. In addition, these systems 
are designed to be easier to use than previous 
single-purpose systems such as the electronic 
spread-sheet programs. These systems also permit 
accessing external and internal data bases for 
analyses. Such systems should greatly increase the 
ability of microcomputers to be useful analytic 
tools for conducting special studies such as budget 
analysis and maintenance work order analysis. 

Another area that should benefit transit opera
tors is the development of new peripheral devices, 
particularly those related to data input and out
put. Several of the application areas in transit 
are highly data intensive, for example, passenger 
counts and vehicle maintenance. 

Further, many transit data are collected in a 
hostile environment, such as on-board buses, in ser
vice buildings, and in repair shops. Already, we 
are seeing some creative uses of nonconventional 
data collection methods such as bar code readers 
(used by the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit 
Authority for parts inventory) and hand-held data 
recorders and computers (used by several transit 
systems for passenger load studies). Although the 
data collected in these two examples are not pro
cessed by microcomputers, no technical barriers 
exist to doing so. 

In two application areas improvements in software 
and hardware can make a significant impact on how 
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transit systems operate. These areas are mainte
nance management and service design, scheduling, and 
passenger information. 

For several years many transit systems have com
puterized their run cutting and schedu11ng, tne tasK 
of assigning buses to scheduled service, and the 
task of assigning bus operators to scheduled buses. 
In some instances the data base for internal (per
sonnel and vehicle) scheduling has been used to pro
duce printed public timetables. Many other oppor
tunities are available to use these data to improve 
passenger information. Among these are visual dis
plays of transit schedules at major generators, 
printed custom-tailored timetables to be posted at 
bus stops, video terminals for persons who answer 
public inquiries on scheduled, voice synthesized 
automated schedule information, and, in the long 
run, the ability of persons who have home computers 
to access the transit system schedule data base. 
Such improvements in the distribution of schedule 
inrorma~ion are 1iKely to increase the level of 
transit use, particularly by nonpeak riders, a mar
ket that transit systems should attempt to penetrate 
better. 

Service monitoring, service design, and passenger 
information can be viewed as a continuous process of 
using common data bases rather than as a set of dis
jointed tasks. The data that transit operators col
lect, including boarding counts and schedule adher
ence checks, are necessary to make decisions about 
service design. A useful analytic tool would be a 
system that reduces the raw data to information use
ful to make decisions on service headway and sched
uled time between terminals. A transit analyst 
could then design the service and perform the run 
cutting and scheduling. This could be done as an 
iterative process in which the scheduled service re
flects both passenger demands and operating con
straints on schedule making. 

With automation of the mechanical tasks of sched
uling, transit staff can devote more time to the 
policy analysis functions of transit operations 
that, to a large degree, are currently underfunded. 

The other area in which substantial innovation 
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can be anticipated is in-fleet maintenance and ser
vicing management, a function that typically ac
counts for nearly a third of transit system costs. 
For several transit systems microcomputers can per
rorm the housekeeping tasks or vehicle repalr rec
ords. The real benefit of maintenance management 
information systems may not be in their ability to 
display the service history of individual buses or 
components in order to make instantaneous decisions 
on individual vehicle repairs but in the more stra
tegic planning areas of personnel planning and de
ployment, fleet replacement, servicing policies, 
life- cycle costing, and fleet specifications. A 
number of first generation maintenance management 
information systems exist, some of which operate on 
microcomputers. Once data on individual bus work 
orders are assembled into sizable data bases, a 
maintenance decision support system would be a use
ful enhancement. Some elements of such a system 
could include programs to design and monitor con
trolled experiments on inspection and service inter
vals and to perform assignment models for scheduling 
mechanics and service bays to anticipated work loads. 

In conclusion, the use of microcomputers by tran
sit agencies is a natural complement to other activ
ities intended to improve the pr6ductivity of tran
sit systems. The major benefit of microcomputers is 
to allow transit managers and analysts to devote 
more time to the tasks of data interpretation and 
policy development rather than to data assembly and 
tabulation, '!'his should enable transit agencies to 
be better prepared to face the challenges of the 
next few years. 
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Microcomputer Applications in Traffic Engineerin~ 
KENNETH COURAGE 

Microcomputers have proven to be an effective tool for the solution of traffic 
engineering problems. Even in the early stages of its development, the micro 
computer was recognized for its utility in a wide range of traffic engineering 
tasks. The current use of microcomputers by traffic engineering agencies is re
viewed. An overview is presented of the general categories in which microcom
puters aro applied. Specific examples of available programs are mentioned in 
each category. The applicatio ns include general desk-top computing for signal 
system design and analysis, data base management of acci c" mt records and in
ventori es, and special graphics. Co mmunication with other data processing de
vices is also discussed, including traffic data collection, intelligent terminals, 
and real -time signal system control. 

Engineers in all fields are making use of the com
puter technology bonanza. The possibilities for 
microcomputer application in the traffic engineering 
field are endless, and many of these possibilities 
have already become realities. 

The hardware systems within the scope of this 
discussion include general purpose microprocessor
based central processing units (CPUs) that have at 
least 64K of memory, at least one floppy disk drive, 
and a printer. A variety of peripheral and inter
face equipment might also be involved. The cost of 
this type of system is generally well within the 
budget of a traffic engineering agency. Equipment 
that is beyond the scope of this paper includes 
dedicated process control hardware (such as signal 
controllers) and larger-scale min i computer and main
frame systems. 

The purpose of this paper is to review the state 
of the art in the application of microcomputers to 
traffic engineering problems. Several available 
programs will be mentioned as examples of the cur
rent technology. Further detailed information on 
the capabilities and availability of the programs 
can be found in the references. Microcomputer Appli
cations in Transportation Engineering (1) and Micro
computers in Transportation: Information Source Book 
(~) are valuable sources of information on traffic 
engineering. Microcomputer Applications in Traffip 
Engineering Agencies (1_) offers guidelines for get
ting started in the microcomputer field. Together, 
these three references should provide the prospec
tive user with a complete picture of the application 
of microcomputers in traffic engineering. 

NUMBER CRUNCHER 

Most of the available traffic engineering design 
programs involve traffic signal operation in some 
way. The following sections contain examples. 

Capa c ity Calculatio ns 

Capacity calculation programs generally apply the 
TRB Circular 212 (4) methodology to determining 
critical lane volum;s, intersection capacity, and 
level of service. Examples include CAPCALC (.!) , 
S IGCAP (_!) , and CMA (_!) • 

Single Intersection Design and Evaluation 

Several programs deal in some way with computing 
optimal cycle lengths and splits and evaluating the 
effect of a specified signal operation on such mea
sures of effectiveness as stops, delay, fuel con
sumption, and air pollution. Examples include SOAP/M 
(1), SPLIT II (1), CYCLE-SPLIT-I (1), CYCLE (1), 
INTERANALY ( 1) , PoSIT ( 2) , CAPSSI (2) , and SIGNAL 
<1>· - - -

Arter i al System Desi gn and EvaLuation 

Several programs are available for the design and 
evaluation of arterial signal progression. Programs 
are available to achieve optimum coordination of 
cycle length, phasing, splits, and offsets, although 
not all programs seek optimum coordination of all of 
these variables. Examples include SPAN (1), PASSER 
II (1), SIGART (1), AAP/M (1), FORCAST- (1), and 
lllOSTOP <1> • - - -

Network System Design and Evaluatio n 

The microcomputer has somewhat limited capability 
for network system design and evaluation because of 
constraints in memory size and execution t i me. The 
network program achieves optimum. coordination of the 
same list of variables as the arterial programs, 
except that explicit optimization of phase sequence 
does not appear to be offered by any of these pro
grams. Examples of network programs include EVALU
ATE (1), SIGRID (1), and TRANSYT (1). 

Th; microcomputer system is used in three ways in 
these applications: 

1. Traditional mainframe computer programs such 
as TRANSYT and PASSER II have been converted to use 
small microcomputers; 

2. Special microcomputer programs have been 
written for capacity analysis, signal timing, and 
progression design; and 

3. Other engineering calculations are performed 
routinely by small, often specially written, pro
grams. 

In all of these applications the microcomputer is 
simply used as a desk-top calculator. Numbers are 
fed in and results are generated. The advantages 
include accessibility and interactive data entry. 
The main disadvantage is the speed of computation, 
which is usually significantly (and sometimes pain
fully) slower than that of the larger systems. 

DATA BASE MANAGER 

Applications for data base management differ from 
simple number crunching applications in the perma
nent storage of data for nearly instant retrieval. 
Traffic engineering data bases fall generally into 
two categories. 

l. General applications involving a commercial 
data base management system (DBMS) to store data and 
generate reports. Among the most popular are dBASE 
II (CP/M) and DBMASTER (APPLE); their data base 
management capabilities (search, sor~, and merge) 
and their report generation capabilities are impres
sive. 

2. Specialized applications with a DBMS written 
specifically for the purpose. 

The popular trend among software developers is to
ward the first alternative (i.e., commercial DBMS). 
Some of the commercial systems such as dBASE II have 
attracted peripheral development in the form of 
utilities and statistical packages. 

Although a signal system inventory for a medium
sized city can be stored onto a couple of floppy 
disks, serious data base applications will probably 
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require a hard disk. The advantages of the hard 
disk include an increase in storage capacity (a 
10-megabyte hard disk is equivalent to about 75 
floppy disks) plus a significant increase in the 

Inventory Applications 

The simplest data base application is the inventory 
or filing cabinet system. Data are stored, usually 
by intersection or location, for easy retrieval in 
response to interrogation commands. Limi t ed capa
bilities for r eport generat ion are provi ded and only 
one data base may u~ u~~d at a time. several cities 
are using file management systems such as DBMASTER 
for physical inventories of signals, signs, and 
streets. 

Accident Record Systems 

The: micrvcompute:r , cvmbi11~U with a J.u-me9abyce hard 
disk, can provide an effective accident records 
system for a small- to medium-sized county. The 
disk can store 100,000 accidents with no difficulty, 
but with state-of-the-art DBMSs such as dBASE II 
files larger than 20,000 records, for example, may 
require excessive time to manipulate. 

The main differences between simple inventory 
systems and state-of-the-art accident records sys-

1. The use of relational data base management 
systems (such as dBASE II) t hat work simul t aneously 
with more than one data base; this permits cross 
reference between geographical information, traffic 
volumes, and roadway characteristics and the actual 
accident data: 

2, Data analysis capabilities that extend beyond 
simple report generation to computation of accident 
rates based on exposure or hazard ratings: and 

3. Collision diagram plotting capability in
cluded in the more comprehensive systems. 

Examples of functional accident records systems 
on microcomputers include the ATEMS Traffic Accident 
Record System l!l and SCARS (~). Pfefer and Reischl 
( 6), Kelsh (7), and Brown and Colson ( 8) discuss 
microcomputer::based accident records systems. 

Network Data Bases 

Most networ k data bases are used for transportation 
planning purposes and are therefore beyond the scope 
of t;his paper. A couple of applications are worth 
noting . An integrated traffic data base system (£) 
is available that includes phys i cal i nventory, traf
fic characteristics, and accident history. Another 
system is under development (2) that will provide 
automatic coding of input data for common traffic 
engineering models such as PASSER and TRANSYT from 
an areawide data base. 

INTELLIGENT TERMINAL 

The microcompu ter has vastly expanded the capabili
ties fo r remot e terminals t hat communicate with 
larger computers. Intelligent terminals, unlike 
their predecessors, offer the ability to transfer 
and store large blocks of data, to perform c omputa
tions on these data, and to display the results in 
numerical or graphic form. 

The most impor t an t a pplications of intelligent 
terminals to traffic signal systems include the 
following: 
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1. Monitoring the operation of a computerized 
system and generating status reports interactively 
(~)I 

2. Transmitting signal operating parameters to 
local or submaster controllers in the field (!.!!): 

3. Interactive data entry for mainframe signal 
optimization programs such as PASSER II and TRANSYT 
(ll): and 
~4. Graphic displays of the results of these 

programs to enhance the traffic engineer's under
standing of the system operation (12). 

Graphic Di s plays 

Graphic outputs are likely to become more conunon in 
the future because of the capabilities of microcom
puter systems. Of particular interest is the com
patibility of many systems with standard color tele
vision monitors. This creates the potential for 
public displays of areawide traffic conditions 
tnrougn commercial cable television channels . The 
large-screen projection television monitor is an 
excellent central signal system control room display 
because of this compatibility. 

Two advanced develoE?!!'ents in microcomputer graph
ics of particular interest to traffic engineers 
involve variations of the familiar time-space dia
gram for arterial signal progression. The first, 
part of the SPAN (1) program, displays a time-space 
representation that is corrected for travel time on 
the route to eliminate th~ need for proportional 
spacing of intersections. A 20-intersection system 
can be presented on a single video screen by using 
this technique, which is referred to as the time-lo
cation diagram (see Figure 1). 

A second graphics development extends the concept 
of the time-space diagram beyond simple progression 
bandwidth to include a representation of the traffic 
density at all points in time and distance, This 
technique, which produces the platoon progression 
diagram (see Figure 2), uses a dot-matrix printer 
common to microcomputer systems. The platoon pro
gression diagram combines the advantages of the 
time-space diagram produced by bandwidth optimiza
tion programs such as PASSER and the flow profile 
plots produced by TRANSYT. Two versions of TRANS~ 
have been modified to generate flow profile tables 
that are transferred to the microcomputer. The BITE 
(13) microcomputer program can then produce the 
graphics shown in Figure 2. 

Real -Time Process Control 

Can a small general purpose microcomputer system 
actually be used as the master controller for real
t ime control of a group of intersections? These 
systems have already been introduced int~ the market 
(14). If they are successful, substantial competi
tion can be expected in this area, and a large vari
ety of systems will be available. 

Ariother process control area is in the signal 
maintenance shop. A system is currently under devel
opment that will perform a standardized series of 
tests in real time on a signal controller to deter
mine how well the controller meets specified func
tional requirements (15). A separate system, in 
operation for 4 years-; provides vehicle detection 
inputs to a controller and monitors the outputs. 
Displays of simulated traffic are displayed on a 
video screen(,!!). 

TRAFFIC STUDY MACHINE 

The microcomputer offers some relief from the te
dious task of collecting, reducing, analyzing, and 
interpreting the vaious data used to support traffic 
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Figure 1. Time-space diagram compensated for travel time on each link to 
condense display onto video screen. 

Figure 2. Time-space diagram with traffic densities superimposed to show 
propagation of platoons. 

engineering decision making. Major areas of assis
tance are 

1. Reading data automatically from field data 
collection devices to reduce labor costs and improve 
accuracy, 

2. Processing the data to generate summaries 
that were previously developed manually, 

3. Storing the data on disks instead of sheets 
of paper to facilitate future analysis by special
ized programs, and 

4. Transmitting the data automatically to other 
computer programs that perform design computations 
(e,g,, signal timing). 

The first three areas of assistance are well de
veloped. The fourth area (the automatic link to the. 
aesign process) offers excellent potential for ad
vancing the state of the art. 
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Road Tube Counts 

Most pneumatic tube counters generate some form of 
machine-readable output such as paper or magnetic 
tape. A variety of programs are available to read 
data into microcomputers. Examples of such programs 
include GATR I.!) , ATR COUNT I.!) , SCAN I.!) , and 
COUNTS PLUS I [ (1) • Most of these programs have 
built-in processi~g capability. Another class of 
programs has the processing capability without the 
automatic reading capability. Examples include 
SPEED PLOT l.!lr SPEED (~),and TUBES (~). 

Turning Movement Counts 

Turning movement count data are still collected 
manually; however, a number of vendors now offer a 
turning movement counter that stores data for direct 
transfer onto a microcomputer. Several programs are 
also available to accept and analyze turning move
ment count data. Examples include TURNPLOT (.!), 'IMC 
I.!) , and TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT I.!) • Another pro
gram, DELAY<.!>• uses a standard device for counting 
turning movements together with a study technique 
that redefines the meaning of the inputs to measure 
delay to traffic entering a major street from a 
minor street. 

Travel Time Studies 

Travel time is usually estimated by moving vehicle 
studies, .either by stopwatch reading or by automatic 
recording equipment. Examples of programs that read 
or analyze these data include CRIT <.!> and TRAVEL 
TIME (.!). 

Signal Warrants 

One example of the direct use of road tube data is 
the numerical warrants for the installation of traf
fic signals. The COUNTS PLUS I [ (1) program gener
ates a written report that compa-;es traffic data 
with signal warrant criteria. The input data may be 
entered from the keyboard or read automatically from 
road tube counters. 

MISCELLANEOUS APPLICATIONS 

A few other traffic engineering applications that 
fall outside any of the previous categories are also 
worth mentioning. Many agencies are using spread
sheet programs such as VISICALC for a wide variety 
of administrative .and technical applications. Li
cense plate techniques are also being used for 
special studies. For example, LMAT <.!> performs 
license plate matching for traffic movement studies, 
and PKSUR2 I.!) computes standard parking lot opera
tional measures from license plate data. Accident 
reconstruction is another application. The program 
REC (1) performs a kinematic analysis of a two-vehi
cle accident by using conservation of momentum prin
ciples. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Microcomputers in traffic engineering are here to 
stay. As the technology advances so will the appli
cations. The software base is now sufficient to 
justify the acquisition of a microcomputer system 
for traffic engineering purposes. 
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rv1icrocon1puter Applications in Railroad Operations 

CARL D. MARTLAND 

Railroad officials in North America are using microcomputers more frequently 
to complement the capabilities of their more formal computer systems. Appli· 
cations range from simple word processing to complex modeling and real-time 
control. Within many railroads, however. serious debates address the need for 
microcomputers, the types of applications that are appropriate, the integrity of 
their data bases, and other important issues. Nevertheless, the rapid evolution 
of computer technology will provide a powerful impetus for railroads to install 
microcomputers or computer networks that give employees access to the kinds 
of flexible, powerful software that are now available for microcomputers. 

Microcomputers and microcomputer applications are 
becoming more common within the u. S. rail industry. 
Applications range from simple word processing and 
filing to complex operations planning models. The 
power of the widely available software is a great 
attraction to managers and planners at all levels of 
the organizations. The impetus for acquiring micro
computers has generally come from mid-level managers 
and planners who see the microcomputer as a welcome 
alternative to the difficulties and frustrations of 
working with their railroad's management information 
systems (MIS) department. In a number cf cases in-
dividuals acquired their own microcomputers, used 
them for company business, and eventually convinced 
the railroad to acquire additional microcomputers. 

No consensus exists, however, concerning the 
value or appropriateness of microcomputers within 
the rail industry. Railroads, which have long been 
leading industrial users of computers, do not view 
microcomputers as providing an increase in computing 
power. Some MIS departments view microcomputers as 
a threat to the integrity of their company's infor
mation systems or a costly means of providing dis
tributed computing capabilities. 

In this paper various ways that railroads have 
used microcomputers are summarized and a number of 
issues that will determine the extent to which the 
use of microcomputers is likely to spread throughout 
the industry are identified. Because of the rapid 
rate of change in this field, the published litera-

ture alone cannot be used for a review of the state 
of the art. The information in this paper, there
fore, is drawn from numerous informal conversations 
with railroad officials, most of whom shall remain 
anonymous. Although the debate over the role of 
microcomputers is still raging, identification of 
the issues is more important than identification of 
the protagonists. 

Much of the information concerning applications 
has been obtained as a result of participation in 
various research projects sponsored by the freight 
car management program (FCMP) of the Association of 
American Railroads (AAR) (1,2). In particular, the 
Massachusetts Institute of-Technology (MIT) rail 
group designed the MIT service planning model (SPM) 
to illustrate techniques of operations anll service 
planning in cooperation with the Boston and Maine 
Corporation (1_) and the Santa Fe System (_!). To 
promote the use of this model by other railroads, 
FCMP provided support for MIT to (a) reprogram it 
for a microcomputer, (b) promote its transfer to in
dividual railroads, and (c) provide support services 
to an SPM users' group. By the end of 1982 SPM had 
been acquired by six U.S. railroads [Boston and 
Maine; Burlington Northern; Consolidated Rail Cor
poration (Conrail); Illinois Central Gulf Railroad 
Corporation; Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pa
cific Railroad Company (Milwaukee Road) i and South
ern Pacific Transportation Company] plus the Spanish 
National Railroads (_~). In addition many other 
railroads [including Delaware and Hudson Railway 
Company, Maine Central Railroad Company, Chessie 
System, Seaboard System Railroad (Family Lines), 
Chicago and Northwestern Transportation Company, 
Missouri Pacific Railroad Company, Santa Fe, Union 
Pacific Railroad, Soo Line Railroad Company, Grand 
Trunk Western Railroad Company, Elgin Joliet and 
Eastern Railway Company, and Canadian National Rail
ways plus several foreign railroads] made inquiries 
concerning SPM, which inevitably led to discussions 
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of microcomputers. As a result of this experience 
an intimate perspective was obtained on the rail in
dustry's use of and attitudes concerning microcom
puters, as reflected in the remaining sections of 
this paper. 

APPLICATIONS 

Railroads use microcomputers for a wide variety of 
applications, ranging from the simple to the com
plex. These applications can be grouped into the 
categories listed in the following paragraphs: 

l. Word processing, 
2. Budgeting, 
3. Filing and data base management, 
4. Report preparation, 
5. Analysis by using commercially available 

software, 
6. Modeling, and 
7. Real-time control, 

word Pr ocess ing 

Anyone who has access to a microcomputer eventually 
uses it for some kind of word processing, either for 
the preparation of simple memos or the preparation 
of complex reports. For an example specifically re
lated to transportation, Boston and Maine's trans
portation department produces its weekly bulletins 
of train schedules and crew assignments on an Apple 
2. In some specialized cases people have used 
microcomputers for all their word processing, there
by eliminating the need for secretarial services. 
For example, to provide support service for the SPM 
users' group MIT. has relied on an Apple 2 to produce 
the SPM Users' Guide, a Teaching Guide, periodic 
newsletters, minutes of meetings, and technical 
memos. Unlike railroads' word-processing facili
ties, which improved the productivity of secretarial 
staff, microcomputers obtained for other purposes 
are often also used for typing of the first draft of 
memos or reports, bypassing secretaries altogether. 

Budgeting 

Almost all railroads have well-established budgeting 
systems; therefore, a railroad is unlikely to obtain 
its first microcomputers specifically to assist in 
budgeting. Nevertheless, any manager who has access 
to a microcomputer quickly learns about the wonders 
of Visicalc, Plan 80, and similar packages. Boston 
and Maine's transportation department used Visicalc 
for preparing the 1982 budgets for the department, 
for its two regional divisions, and the East Deer
field yard. Because of the success in using Visi
calc for budgeting at headquarters, Boston and Maine 
obtained microcomputers for budgeting at the divi
sional offices (~). Others have used visicalc for 
developing budgets for special projects or for esti
mating budgetary expenses for small groups. 

Filing and Data Base Management 

Like other businesses that use microcomputers, rail
roads have used the various commercially available 
routines for creating and accessing files. In addi
tion to the typical applications for mailing lists 
and personnel records, railroads have used programs 
such as OBMaster to create files of train delays, 
collective bargaining issues, and inventories of 
spare parts or stores. Chessie uses a data base 
program to provide information to salespeople and 
assistant managers in forecasting sales. As with 
word processing and budgeting, the data base capa
bilities of microcomputers are unlikely to cause 
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senior management of a railroad to buy a microcom
puter, but managers who have access to the microcom
puter quickly find ways to use such capabilities. 

Report Preparation 

Managers can assemble information from various 
sources easily, edit this information, and produce 
reports that can be photocopied and distributed like 
any other computer report. The great advantage of 
using a microcomputer for report preparation is that 
the manager can create and modify a report without 
conferring with or waiting for the MIS department. 
The disadvantage is that the user, rather than the 
MIS department, must produce and distribute the re
ports. The Boston and Maine, as a result of a co
operative research program with FCMP (1) has used 
the microcomputer to produce a number of weekly re
ports, including 

1. An operating and service plan report that 
summarizes car use performance, the variances from 
the car cost budget, trip times, and other key indi
cators of operating performance and service levels; 
and 

2. A summary of weekly train performance and 
transportation expense that is used to structure the 
weekly conference call among senior transportation 
officers. 

The railroads in the SPM users' group stated that 
the microcomputer was used more often for generating 
reports than for analysis. Managers frequently use 
graphics packages in preparing these reports and in 
making presentations to senior management. 

Analysis Using Commerically Available So f twa re 

As with budgeting, railroad managers first turn to 
Visicalc, whose structure is perfect for the kinds 
of spread-sheet analysis commonly demanded of rail
road and other business managers. Applications have 
been numerous, varied, and creative. In many cases, 
managers who have little or no computer background 
have, for the first time, used a computer to assist 
them in the analysis that is a routine part of their 
jobs. Access to a user-friendly environment elimi
nated the barriers to using the more powerful, but 
more imposing, computers that have been available 
for many years. 

Modeling 

The transfer of the MIT SPM to seven railroads and 
the establishment of an SPM users' group provide the 
best example of the railroad industry's use of 
microcomputers for modeling. SPM, which originally 
required SOOK core storage in a Fortran version that 
ran on a mainframe computer, was revised and repro
grammed to run on an Apple 2. The Apple version of 
the model, although slower, was actually more power
! ul and much more flexible than the Fortran ver
sion--in large part because the limited storage ca
pacity and the slower processing time of the micro
computer forced programmers to be more creative and 
to use modular design. · 

The ease of transferring the program was a key 
factor in the successful transfer of the model. The 
Association of American Railroads (AAR) and five of 
seven railroads acquired an Apple 2 system in order 
to obtain the SPM. Because all of these users had 
the same computer, support services could be pro
vided efficiently. The model runs or. a microcom
puteri therefore, the planners and managers who ac
quire the model are able, on their own, to devote 
resources to running the model and avoid the inevi-
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table delays that would ensue if the model were 
transfer red to the MIS depar t ments for modif i cations 
to enable it to run on the railroads' mainframe com
puters. 

Other models have also been developed ror micro
computers. For example, the Soo Line developed a 
simulation model for estimating fuel consumpti on of 
freight trains (7) and Missouri Pacific developed a 
model for unit train costing (8). In many cases 
analysts or managers have bought-microcomputers with 
their own money, then used their spare time to 
develop programs. The impetus for microcomputer 
models seems to come from younger managers and ana
lysts; individual railroads do not seem to have made 
any special commitment to the development of models 
for use on microcomputers. 

At. thP. industry level the story is considerably 
different. AAR has considered preparing microcom
puter versions of various models of track and train 
dynamics that have been developed during the course 
of a multiyear research program. As was the case 
with SPM, the microcomputer offers smoother transfer 
and greater use of models developed for the industry 
with support from AAR. 

Real-Time Control 

Canadian National has used microcomputers in real
time control in some of its maintenance shops, in 
some cases building its own microcomput:ers to sei:ve 
the exact requirements of a particular situation. 

Unresolved Issues 

Despite the rapid growth in the number of microcom
puters in use and the wide variety of applications, 
the extent of use, how soon, and under what condi
tions the microcomputer will be accepted by the rail 
industry are still unclear. At least two railroads 
(the Boston and Maine and the Canadian National) 
have welcomed the use of microcomputers and have 
people in many departments who use them for most of 
the applications described. Other railroads, such 
as the Southern Pacific and the Burlington Northern, 
have approved the acquisition of microcomputers for 
specific applications, such as being able to run the 
SPM, but have not encouraged their proliferation. 
Still others actively discourage or even prohibit 
the acquisition and use of microcomputers. 

Concerns about microcomputers fall into several 
categories. Senior uff luidlS in MIS departments 
initially seem ill-disposed to consider the acquisi
tion end use of computers that are viewed as small, 
slow, expensive, and unnecessary additions to their 
computing capacity. They also raise the issues of 
the integrity of the company's data base (different 
people will create different and conflictinq data 
bases that are no longer accessible through the com
pany) and the confidentiality of data that reside on 
floppy disks scattered across desks in dozens of 
open offices. People outside the MIS departments, 
however, look behind these rational reasons and per
ceive a reluctance to reduce the MIS department's 
power over information and computation. From this 
perspective, microcomputers offer the individual an 
opportunity to bypass the delays and inefficiency of 
dealing with a bureaucracy in order to produce a new 
report or to do some analysis. 

Many senior officials regard microcomputers as 
toys that cannot possibly have any benefits to a 
serious organization. The ma j ority of people who 
inquired about SPM said that their chances of ac
quiring it would be better if it ran on a mainframe 
rather than on a microcomputer. For example, to the 
senior management of the Spanish National Railroad 
the status and credibility of the model were lowered 
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greatly because it ran on a microcomputer. In a 
similar vein, a number of professors working on 
transportation problems at MIT, Princeton, and else
where perceive microcomputers as too small or too 
slow to prov1ae a serious ait:ei:na<;ive t;u lcuyc..: .;;.:;,.,
puters. 

Despite the negat ive react ions to microcomputers, 
whether based on rat i onal reasons or simply on a 
fear of losing power , microcomputers will inevitably 
be used more wi dely in the rail indus try. Two in
exorable trends will overcome any resistance that 
can be offered by either senior managers or the MIS 
departments . First of all, the price.. of microcom
putl!Il:I h1 well wl Lhin the means of college qraduate11 
who take entxy-level positions in management and 
planning. These college graduates will increasingly 
have experience in using computers of all kinds and 
will be willing to purchase their own machines even 
if their employers are not . Management will be un
able to prevent people from purchasing and using 
their own computers, d. f1d mar.ag~rs who a.~~ illitc:~te 

in the use of computers will be bypassed by those 
who are literate. The second trend concerns the 
technological i mprovements in microcomputer s, espe
c i ally in thei r speed, s t orage capabilities, and 
abi lity to communicate with other computers (of all 
sizes) in a network. Microcomputers clearly will not 
be toys, but important components of a larger sys
tem. The distinction between a microcomputer and a ____ __ ..._ __ 
\,;UJll1"UL.C.L 

.._ ___ J __ , 

L.C.L.111.LllCI~ will 
For major corporations such as railroads the logic 
for linking managers in some kind of computer net
work will become overwhelming. 

If distributed processing is inevitable, and most 
managers acquire something that can function like an 
independent microcomputer or tie into a computer 
network, how such distributed processing will be 
achieved is still unclear. On some railroads indi
viduals acquired microcomputers to demonstrate the 
be ne f its of p articular t ypes of programs (us ually in 
budgeting or planning by us i ng something like Visi:.. 
calc). The response or some railroads to these suc
cessful microcomputer demonstrations was not to 
expand the us e of microcomputers but to acquire pro
grams for t .he mainframe that have similar flexibil
i t y but more speed and c apacit y . This s uggests that 
the use of microcomputers may be a temporary strat
egy that forces MIS departments to become more re
sponsive, more flexible, and less centralized. 

Canadian National has taken a different ap
proach. It a11tablillhed a 1:1epl!lr11tP. group that has 
the responsibility for coordinating the acquisition 
of microcomputers and software, thereby providing 
individuals with some guidance in setting up their 
systems and giving the company the ability to deal 
with vendors on a centralized basis. A third ap
proach may be that taken by the Boston and Maine, 
which has acquhed Apple 2 computer s fo r i ts major 
departments a nd is coordinating them closely with 
Delaware and Hudson and Maine Centra l, both of which 
also have Apple computers. By linking these exist
ing microcomputers with modems, a group of mid-level 
managers are evolving a mic r ocomputer network suited 
to their specific requirements. 

The evolution of technology may render some of 
these issues moot. For example, Burlington Northern 
hosted the SPM users' group in January 1983 to 
demonstrate how they have linked three Apple 2 com
puters to their mainframe in o rder to reduce the 
time and effort of creating i nput files for running 
SFM. At the same time the users' group will be dis
cussing how to modify the SPM so that it will be 
compatible with the future, more powerful microcom
puters (by shifting from Apple Pascal to UCSD 
Pa scal, t he users' group expects the Sl'M to be able 
to run much faster without havi ng to further modify 

--
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the program so that it could run on a mainframe com
puter system). In short, the distinction between 
the microcomputer and the mainframe, both in terms 
of technical capabilities and in terms of use, is 
declining. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The impetus to use microcomputers in the rail indus
try has largely come from individual managers and 
analysts who have either been frustrated by their 
MIS depar·tmen.ts or intrigued by the capabilities of 
microcomputerss. Most major railroads now have at 
least one microcomputei:: and some have dozens, most 
of which ai::e being used in a wide variety of appli
cations. MR has encouraged the use of microcom
puters to facilitate the transfer of i::esearch tech
niques and models and has supported a users' group 
for a large, complex microcomputer model (SPM) that 
was transferred to six U.S. and one foreign railroad. 

People have sought microcomputers because of 
their ease of use, the availability of software, and 
the ability to control the microcomputer for the ii:: 
own purposes. People who have never before used 
computers have learned to use programs for budget
ing, data base management, and word processing. In 
many cases, after being e·xposed to microcomputers, 
people are anxious to use the more powerful. com
puters available to all large railroads ; i.e., the 
microcomputer seems to entice people into using com
puters. 

Despite the widespread use of microcomputers, how 
railroads will make the transition from the cen
trally controlled mainframe computer to a flexible 
network of computers, jointly controlled by MIS de
partments and individual users, is stil l unclear. 
Current concerns about the proliferation of micro
computers are not likely to withstand the dual im
pact of continuing technological improvements and 
declining prices of microcomputers. ~eople who want 
to use microcomputers will simply buy them, whatever 
the attitude of senior management. 

The rail industry is unlikely to use a great num
ber of stand-alone microcomputers. Instead, rail.
roads will acquire networks, either of microcom
puters or of intelligent computer terminals. As 
microcomputers become more and more powerful, the 
distinction will become less important. Microcom-
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puters will continue to provide an impetus to rail
roads to improve their computing capabilities and to 
make flexible, powerful software available to those 
who need it. 
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Microcomputers in Civil Engineering 

GARY W. DAVIES 

Tho speed and capncity of microcomputerJ, c11upled with their portobllit.y and 
inexpensiveness, make microcomputers attractive 10 the engineer. Mlorocom· 
1mten have the greatest potential for oivll engineering projects being under
taken by individuals and small firms and for projects of a more modest size. In 
the•e situations mainframe computer processing has not been feasible because 
of costs and inconvenient occcs• methods. Microcomputers can bo useful evon 
tor largo cnglnoerlng llrr111 h1tll lh1u• ll•uioct• bocousc they oan cupport choapu 
and more efficient communications, and they can provide graphics, spread 
sheets, and other utilities that arc not available In the mainframe environment. 
Virtually every area of civil engineering can profit from lhe use of o microcom· 
putcr. tandord utllily pruu<b•"• olona Gan provide cxtcn3lvc nnd moful capa· 
bilities. In addition, a number of application• packages are becoming avail blo 
to support specific civil engineering activities. Computer-aided dosign (CAD) 
•11d critical path method (CPM) sys toms are useful in most ennlnaoring oper · 
tlons, Irrespective of tho spec ific application. Some e><amplos ot upphcotoon· 
specific software include various coordinate geometry systems for roadway and 
site layout. earthwork programs that calculaic cut, fill, and slope nability, and 
structural design programs thot handle simple beam de.sign and member selec· 
lion. pfone frame and grillage analysis, and two.tJimonsional stress and truss 
analyses. In addition, hydraulic~anolysis and pavement design programs era 
available, as well as systems for evaluating existing pavement conditions and for 
assisting in ostnbllshing the priority order of mointenanco measure\. 

The conventional wisdom of the 1980s is that micro
computers are l'.evolution izing business and profes
sional practice. The civil engineec who designs 
roads, bridges, buildings, and other elemen t s of the 
infrastructui:e has probably used computers for 
years, and so the question, "What is the big deal?" 
is probably well founded. In this paper an answer 
to that question is attempted by juxtaposing the 
concerns and capabilities of mainframe computer 
processing against those of microcomputing, and some 
typical c ivil engineering design applications are 
discussed that can use the microcomputer most ef
fectively. 

MAINFRAME COMPUTER VERSUS MICROCOMPUTER 
TRADE-OFFS 

Since its earliest days civil engineering design has 
been a numerically oriented discipline, so civil 
engineers are continuously searching for better ways 
of performing tht!h o::omputations, for both better 
accuracy ann g rPater speed. The development of the 
slide rule was a revolutionary event because this 
device provided the engineer with a tool that woLtld 
accurately yet quickly perform computations and was 
also conveniently sized and easy to use. The devel
opment of mainframe computer proc~ssing in th~ 1950s 
and 1960s also revolutionized engineering, but by 
contrast the mainframe computer was _tremendously 
inconvenient and expensive. Yet it enabled the 
engineer to tap ·tremendous computational powers and 
data base facilities that eased the work. The blend
ing of these two tech no log ies was begun with the 
des!<-top and pocket calcul.ators , but this was actu
ally only an evolutionary step from slide rules , 
because even the more advanced programmable calcula
tors were primitive in their capacity to store data 
and their ability to communicate with the user. The 
development of mi crocomputer s , however, is a revolu
tionary event that bas transformed the computational 
environme nt , and has even begun to change the engi
neer's approach to problem solving in general. The 
friendliness, speed, and capacity of microcomputer s 
have been amply discussed. When coupled with these 
factors, the portability and inexpensiveness of 
microcomputers make them attractive to the engineer . 

This is not to say that mainframe computing is on 
the wane. On the contrary, no realistic substitute 
has been found for the massive shared data bases, 
the multiuser environments, and the computational 
speed and memory capacity of these large machines. 
Particularly in a large design organi:l:a ion and for 
large projects, these felitut~M of the mainframe 
computer a.re of vital importance. But, much of 
civil engineering is being accomplished by individ
uals and small firms and for projects of a more 
modest size. For these groups, which have been 
effectively locked out of mainframe computer pro
cessing because of costs and inconvenient access 
methods, microcomputers hav~ y4e-at potential. E~·cn 

for committed users of mainframe computers, micro
computers can be useful because they can support 
cheaper and more effective communications and can 
provide graphics, spread sheets, and other utilities 
that are not available in the mainframe computer 
environment. 

The microcomputer can operate in the design pro
cess in three modes. 

1. In stand-alone operation the computer oper
ates independently and self-sufficiently. This is 
probably the most common use of microcomputers. 

2. The microcomputer can serve as a distributed 
extension of a central mainframe computer, with 
fully integrated operations and data bases both 
locally (in the microcomputer) and centralized (in 
the mainframe). Because of the strenuous software 
and system demands of this mode it is probably the 
least common operating mode. 

3. The microcomputer can be an intelligent ter
minal, which provl~es the convenience of a local 
data base, the user-friendliness of full-screen data 
preparation tools, and consequent cost reductions in 
communicati·ng with the applications on the mainframe 
compute;·. 

The advantages of using the microcomputer as an 
intelligent terminal over a conventional termi nal 
for accessing a remote mainframe computer derive 
from a relatively new trPnd in computinq costs. 
Considering both personnel and operating costs, the 
costs of communicating between terminals and the 
computer have become a relatively larger portion of 
the total cost package. This is because the costs 
of computation are decreasing at a faster rate than 
those of communications, and the cost of personnel 
continues to increase. Thus, applications that use 
the microcomputer to assist in the prepa.ration of 
data and speed its communication to the mainframe 
computer are of great potential and, in this sense, 
microcomputers greatly complement mainframe computer 
applications. 

Microcomputers also can compete directly with 
mainframe computers in a number of areas, primarily 
because of the extremely high screen transfer rates 
that are possible without interposing telephone 
lines between the microprocessor central processing 
unit (CPU) a nd the user. Although t.he graphics and 
t .ext displays of a microcomputer might be somewhat 
less elegant than those of a Tektronics or IBM-3270 
screen, the complete microcomputer probably costs 
less than the terminal alone, and the costs of main
frame computer processing to drive the terminal are 
added each time it is used. Thus economical graph
ics, electronic spread sheets, and full-screen 
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editors are possible in the microcomputer environ
ment but may only be dreamed about in the mainframe 
computer environment because of their extreme cost. 

The comparatively small memory capacity of a 
microcomputer generally forces larger application 
programs to be broken down into menu-driven modules. 
This, in a sense, is an a dva ntage for the problem
solving process, which is t hen also broken down i nt o 
manageable segments. Programs can then be written 
in a way tl)at minor amendments can be made without 
having to run large sections of the program again, 
and an itMative or stepwise approach to the solu
tion of the whole problem is more common. In this 
mode of operation the slower computation of the 
microcompute r is less notic eable and is more than 
compensated for by the more direct control of the 
problem-solving process. 

In summa r y , mic r ocompu te rs can have a very real 
and effective plac e in e ve n a highly mainframe-ori
ented organization. Care must be taken, however, to 
thoroughly integrate their use into the organiza
tionwide computational scheme so that data struc
tures, algorithms, and techniques are controlled, 
and the most useful features of both the mainframe 
and the microcomputer are used. 

TYPICAL CIVIL ENGINEERING DESIGN 
APPLICATIONS 

An at t empt at defining the uses for a microcomputer 
in civ il engineering design practice is s omewhat 
akin to defining the potential applications for a 
slide rule or a typewriter. With a reasonable amount 
of imagination virtually every area of practice can 
profit from its use. Some applications are generic 
and common to all the various disciplines of engi
neering; others are more specifically tailored to 
particular disciplines and require specialized soft
ware. In discussing these applications, the follow
ing is not intended to be a comprehensive listing of 
potential uses, but rather it is intended to demon
strate the breadth and power of microcomputer hard
ware and sof t ware systems and to pique the imag ina
tion. Some g u idelines for selecting a system are 
also given. 

Ge neric Applications Os ing General Ut ilit i e s 

Quite likely the most significant aspect of micro
compu t ers is no t the tec hnical sophis tication of the 
har dwa re but rather t he profusion o f useful , well
designed softwar e.. Each disc ipline has its own 
e legant software: nowhere are these advances more 
obvious than i n the general u t ili ty prog rams now 
being o ffered. They fall i n t o five general area s, 
and a prac tice tha t taps t he ful lest potential of a 
mi c r ocompute r would use each : 

1. Word processing, 
2. Electronic spread sheets, 
3. Data base management, 
4. Graphics, and 
5. Communications. 

Until only recently each of these applications 
stood virtually by itself, which limited the useful
ness o f that so f t wa re p ackage. The la t e s t trend (as 
exemplified by t he Apple III SOS Opera t i ng System) 
is to i n tegrate t he oper a tion of these utilities 
th r ough common fi l e struc tures a nd disk operating 
systems , a nd even (as the Apple LISA wi ll do) 
t h rough t he s ame overall p r ogram environment . Thus , 
computa t i ons devel oped by t he electroni c s pread 
s hee t can be fed directly into graph i c s , f o r exam
ple, and the results of both can, in turn, be in
corporated directly into the word processor for 
reporting. 
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Word Processing 

Word processing has been used effectively by engi
neers since its inception. Reports are an obvious 
appl ication for word processing; however, probably 
the greatest usef ulness in the design shop relat e s 
to the preparation of construction specifications. 
A complete set of standard specifications can be 
kept on-line, and minor modifications, additions, 
and deleti ons can be made to tailo r them to a par
ticular p ro ject. The time savi ngs f or both prof es
sional and cle rical staff c an pay for a microcom
puter system quickly in this application alone. 

Electronic Spread Sheets 

Electronic spread sheets are an entirely new medium 
of c omputation that has been made possible by the 
micr ocomputer and should be made a ma instay of the 
software repertoire of every engineering office. 
These programs (of which VISICALC, SUPERCALC, 
LOGICALC, and MULTIPLAN are notable examples) give 
the user complete flexibility to define a computa
tional spread sheet on the order of 50 columns wide 
and 250 rows long. In each cell of this spread 
sheet can be inserted text, values, or mathematical 
relationships among cells, and a large number of 
intrinsic functions are provided to support those 
mathematical relationships. 

Each spread sheet tableau can be saved on disk
ette and recalled, tableaus can be overlayed and 
merged, and computational results can be transferred 
among tableaus, to other applications programs, and 
to word processing and graphics packages. As an 
example of a spread sheet's use, a construction cost 
estimate can be de veloped that contains all likely 
cost items and their unit cost. For a particular 
construction project this template is then recalled 
and the quantity of each item is entered. The spread 
sheet calculates the total cost for each item auto
matically and the overall construction cost is 
stratified in whatever way the user sets up the 
model. The resultant estimate can be printed di
rectly or incorporated into the word processor, and 
the e n tire tableau can be s aved (with q uanti t ies 
intac t ) and r ecalled f o r late r updating. Ot her 
applicat i o ns could i nclude unit hyd rograph compu ta
t ions , ear thwork quanti t ites , pavement design 
models--in short, virtually any mathematical model 
that can be expressed in row and column format and 
does not require extensive iteration. 

Data Base Management 

Data base ma nagement is probably less well developed 
in the microcomputer environment, pr i nc i pally be
cause of the extensive amount of disk storage and 
memory space required to support effective data base 
management. With larger CPUs and Winchester hard 
disks, which are becoming available at reasonable 
prices, fully relational data base management sys
tems are now also becoming available. In an engi
neering practice data base management is probably 
less useful directly, but it is an absolute neces 
sity to support some facilities such as computer
aided design (CAD) systems and project management 
systems. 

Graphics 

Graphics is a key capability of the microcomputer. 
General utili ty graph i cs packages are readily avail
able commerc ially and can be integrated with elec
tronic spread-sheet programs to assist in the dis
play of results. These g raph ics packages are typi
cally business or iented , however , and provide bar 
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charts, line graphs, and pie charts. To the extent 
that these formats can be used to summarize tech
nical findings they are of use to the practicing 
"!'!".!;,.,.,., .. _ ll'nr many enQineerinq applications, how
ever, specifically tailored engineering graphics 
packages must be used. 

Communications 

Communications is an important feature of microcom
puters to the engineer because it permits communica
tion with mainframe computing systems. As discussed 
p revinn1tly , communicat i on enabl es the en9 ineer both 
to compleme nt ma i nframe operations wi th the mi cro
computer c apabili t ies and also to use mainframe 
r esources to expand mic r ocomputer power. A number 
of communl1,;e1llons programs are available that, with 
little o r no modification, will allow the engineer 
to communicate with virtually any mainframe system. 
These oackaQes essentially turn the microcomputer 
into a~ int~lligen t term i nal , enabling convent ional 
manual communication and control with a time- sharing 
system, complemented by the ability to transmit and 
retrieve entire files of data. These files can then 
be input to other utilities such as spread sheets, 
grahics packages, and the word processor, or to 
specific application programs on the microcomputer. 

Summary 

Even if only these general u t ility packages are 
used, the microcomputer can be made into a powerful 
tool for engineering design. The programs are gen
e r ally inexpe ns ive t o purchase , read i ly ava i lable 
c ommerc ially, and need virtual.l y no s ftware devel
opment to s upport t he ir use . The key i.ngred i ent on 
t he e ngineer ' s p a r t is creativi ty--the ability to 
envision and develop ways of using these tools. 

Ge neric Eng i neering Applications Programs 

In addition to the more readily available and less 
expensive utilities, a number of applications pack
ages are becoming available t.o support engineering 
specifically. Because of the more limited market
place and often more rigorous software and hardware 
demands, these packages are considerably more expen
sive than the general utility packages; however, 
they too can be of great use in an engineering 
practice. 

CAD Systems 

CAD systems are beginning to appear in the market
place. For obvious reasons of disk storage sp ace 
and CPU size, they do not match t he power of ma i n
frame CAD systems. Yet, high-quality, two-dimen
sional drawings and design capabilities are pro
vided. CAD techniques have been heavily incorporated 
into other engineering disciplines such as mechani
cal and c hemical (both dealing with industrial de
sign) i however, CAD has not yet been used exten
sively by civil engineers. Relatively inexpensive 
CAD systems that use the microcomputer (with costs 
on the order of $10, 000 to $20, 000, including hard
ware) may begin to encourage civil engineers to use 
them also. Examples of CAD systems include CASCADE 
II by CGD Sys t ems i n Anahe im, C.a lifor ni a; CADAPPLE 
II by T&W systems i n Founta in Valley, Ca lifornia i 
AUTOCAD by AutoDesk, I nc ., of Mill Valley , Califor
nia : and t he PALETTE s ystem developed by Structural 
Programming, Inc. of Sudbury, Ma s sachusetts, for the 
DEC VAX system, which has now been modified to oper
ate on the DEC 300-series microcomputer. 
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Project Management 

Project management, both of in-hous e operations and 
of construction projects, is an appl icati.on that is 
well suited to the microcomputer environment. A 
number of er i tical path method (CPM) -type network 
scheduling systems haye been developed and are 
available commerically. One of the most notable 
construction project management systems is the man
agement and project planning system (MAPPS) , which 
was originally developed by Structural Programming, 
Inc., for the VAX system. This management system, 
which inte9rates both cos ting and s cheduling , will 
soon be available for the DEC mic rocomeu t er . A 
number of utilities are available for in-house con..: 
trol of design projects, including Project Control/ 
Micro, a 11y11tam of softwaro> t.ool R that allows a 
manager to model a project or resou rce environment 
and to track, analyze, and simulate it. Both tabular 
and graphic outputs are provided. 

DISCIPLINE-SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS 

Software packages that support specific engineering 
design probl ems are less common, more expens ive, and 
of inconsistent quality . undoubt ed l y , many organi
zations have been developing systems to support 
their own practice but, because of the efforts 
needed to finalize, document, market, and support 
software systems, few of these packages reach tne 
marketplace. Presumably , time will remedy thif.l 
situation, and this is evidenced by the ever-in
creasing number of software advertisements in pro
fessional journals. 

One trend that seems to be helping the distr ibu
tion of engineering systems is that larger software 
suppliers are assembling and mass-ma rketing civil 
eng i neering p r ograms de veloped by practicing engi
ne e r s. As par t of t h is process t hey throughl y tes.t 
and document each program, thereby giving better 
assurance of its quality. Examples of these pack
ages include the CIVILSOFT line marketed by Advent 
Products, Orange, California; the systems developed 
by Advanced Engineering Software for hydrology and 
hydraulics, by Advanced Engineering Software, 
Irvine, California; and the DISCO-TECH products by 
Morton Technologies, Santa Rosa, California. 

In addition, computer manufacturers that have a 
traditional engineering orientation, such as Digital 
Equipment Corporation (DEC) and Hewlett-Packard 
(H~), have well-developed engineering packagco 
available fo r their microcomputers that are 
thoroughly integrated with their hardware. 

Some examples of application-specific software 
systems for the microcomputer include the following. 

1. To support ro~dway and eite layout , \Farious 
coordinate geometry (COGO) systems are available. 
They are designed to run on virtually any CPM ma
chine (including a suitably equipped Apple II). 
Notable examples include the COGO System in CIVIL
SOFT, a COGO developed by Weltech, Dayton, Ohio, the 
Coordinate Geometry Program by DISCO-TECH, and sys
tems by HP and DEC. These systems are typically 
menu-based and provide many capabilities to compute 
curve, line, and traverse data. Other location-re
lated systems include vertical curve des ign pro
grams, survey packages, . and field note reduction 
systems. 

2. Further support of the highway design process 
is available through earthwork programs such as the 
EARTHWK program available from CIVILSOFT. This 
program calculates cut and fill by various methods 
and allows input from a digitizer. The SLOPE pro
gram is available f rom CIVILSOFT to deal with s l ope 
stability of an earthen embankment. Its solu tion 
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consists of a factor of safety for a given slope 
condition. 

3. Structural design has many applications that 
use .microcomputer processing. More obvious applica
tions include simple beam design and member selec
tion, where loads are computed and appropriately 
sil!:ed members are selected from a data base auto
matically. Other applications include beam, plane 
frame, and grillage analysis. various programs are 
also available for two-dimensional stress and truss 
analyses. A useful program to the highway designer 
is a cantilever retaining wall design program. 
Programs are available from OISCO-TECR, CIVILSOFT, 
HP, and DEC. 

4. A number of hydraulics analysis and design 
systems are also available. A comprehensive storm 
water detention design program is available from 
Garmen Associates, Whippany, New Jersey, and other 
available programs include pipe net~ork analysis 
programs, open channel hydraulics programs, and 
backwater analysis programs such as those available 
from DISCO-TECH and CIVILSOFT. 

5. In the area of pavement design, a number of 
concrete and bituminous-mix design programs are 
available from CIVILSOFT and other sources to assist 
the engineer in designing a pavement. Another use
ful program is COM'PAVE, developed by Allan Davis 
Associates, Stamford, Connecticut. This is a compre
hensive system for evaluating existing pavement 
conditions and for assisting in establishing the 
priority order of maintenance measures. 

These analysis and design packages do not have 
the power of mainframe packages to deal with complex 
and large-scale design problems. ICES COGO/ROADS is 
an extremely powerful tool for coordinate geometry, 
roadway design, and earthwork computations as are 
the U.S • . Army Corps of Engineers' HEC-II system for 
hydraulic modeling, and various STRUDL systems for 
structural analysis. Often the resources of these 
mainframe p.rograms are unused in a typical design 
problem; howev.er, the ease, economy, and utility o f 
microcomputer applications makes this environment a 
practical alternatlve. 

ISSUES AFFECTING SYSTEM SELECTION 

The potential purchaser of an engineer ing system is 
faced with a dilemma--the costs of time spent in 

. identifying and evaluating systems may far exceed 
the actual costs of the systems. The systems will 
most likely become a major element of his or her 
practice; therefore, this is reasonable up to a 
point. This aspect of the acquisition process should 
be controlled though, and the engineer should be 
willing to take some chances because even the pur
chase of a totally wrong system would waste only a 
few hundred dollars and, in reality, virtually any 
system will have some usefulness. Technical validity 
is obviously of paramount concern in evaluating the 
candidate programs. Also important, however, is 
that the programs be 'easy to use and that they have 
the flexibility to be driven by the user rather than 
driving the user. Therefore, a well-defined system 
should have the following featu.res. 
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l. Technical merit--Clearly, if invalid algo
rithms are used, the system will be worthless, no 
matter how elegant. Products of the candidate system 
should be checked carefully against the results of 
known procedures to check their accuracy. 

2. Open design--Piracy is a real and valid con
cern of software suppliers, but prov1s1on still 
should be made for the user to have access to the 
program code, particularly for those portions that 
relate to the model algorithms . This will enable 
the user both to further validate the algorithms and 
to modify them if so desired. 

3. User expandability--Related to the open de
sign feature is the ability to accommodate user 
expansion of the system. This should be supported 
by documentation of the file structures and any 
utility modules in the system that ass ist in file 
access and other tasks. This feature would permit a 
user to modify the system to suit particular needs. 

4. Menu dr ivers--To ease the selection of pro
gram options and the chaining of program modules, 
the entire system ought to be menu-driven . This 
considerably eases the user 's learning process and 
also makes the system considerably easier to operate. 

5 . Full-screen data edits--Many user inter.faces 
are holdovers from the original punched card input 
modes of mainframe computers, with line-by-line 
viewing of data. The high-speed screen capabilities 
of microcomputers offer a much more effective and 
easy-to-use means of entering and updating data via 
full-screen edits. Any system ought to use full
screen displays wherever possible. 

6. Interfaces with other programs--For maximum 
usefulness, a system ought to provide easy-to-use 
inte rfaces with other utility and application pro
grams. This can be through standard file structures 
such as the Data Interchange Format (DIF) file 
structure associated with VISICALC. These special 
format files can then be incorporated in the spread 
sheets and graphics. 

The key objective in all of these features is to 
maximize the usefulness of a system to the user by 
giving flexibility in use, and by easing the learn
ing exper 1ence as well as day-to-day operation of 
the system. In general, engineering s ystems have 
the technical algorithms well worked out and are 
dependabl e from a technical perspective. Often, 
however, their shortcomings occur in communication 
with the user and inability to communicate with 
other packages or to be expanded or modified by the 
user. 

SUMMARY 

The development of the microcomputer signals a new 
era of computer use. The user-friendliness and 
usefulness of general utilities such as word proces
sors , spread shee.ts, and graphics when complemented 
by effective engineering applications programs make 
these computers significant additions to any engi
neering practice. Their usefulness is bound only by 
the imagination of the engineer and his or her abil
ity to modify problem-solving techniques and office 
procedures to harness the computer's power more 
effectively. 




